Reinforced mat slab

Stainless steel hose clamp

Para JT Tape wrapped around penetration

2" Thick sand slurry protection slab

2" x 1" Paragranular or Paramastic cant' around pipe

Parastick N Dry

2" Thick sand slurry mud slab

Para JT Tape

3" min Parastick N Dry applied above Para JT Tape and wrapped around pipe and adhered with ParaPrimer.

Paraseal GM/LG Bentonite side up

Paraseal GM/LG target sheet slipped over pipe with Bentonite side up

Para JT Tape placed over HDPE cleaned of Bentonite

Solid cast in place pipe

NOTE: Use washer headed nails in the seam areas only as needed. All nails to be located in the seams and covered with Para JT Tape.

NOTE: Paraseal products require a min of 24 PSF of compaction/confinement in order to function as designed.